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As an aging society progresses, the uneven distribution and shortage of medical professionals is 

becoming an issue. In this context, the pandemic of SARS-CoV-2 has underscored the need for Internet 

of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems in the medical field. AI image analysis 

capabilities have made great strides in the development of DNN (Deep Convolutional Neural Network) 

based deep learning technology and is being increasingly adopted in the area of diagnosis. 

In blood morphology testing, the shortage of skilled laboratory technicians and hematopathologists 

has become a problem. Establishing an automated AI blood image analysis technology and building an 

AI diagnostic support system are critical issues. Integration of AI technology with basic laboratory 

information to provide diagnostic support is a realistic goal for the near future. In the research phase, an 

AI-DNN analysis system for cell classification and morphological abnormality detection has been 

constructed using about 700,000 digital images, which demonstrated high accuracy in differentiating 

myelodysplastic syndrome and aplastic anemia (sensitivity: 96.2%, specificity: 100.0%). (Reference [1]) 

In addition, the "Integrated AI Analysis System", combinational analysis of the morphological 

automated AI results and blood cell parameters measured by an automated hematology analyzer, showed 

good differential performance for the identification of Ph-negative myeloproliferative neoplasms. 

(Reference [2])  

Taken together, AI image analysis technology is a promising tool in the automation and 

standardization of morphology testing, which has been a longstanding issue in blood testing. It is hoped 

that the practical application of such medical AI technologies will support initial medical examinations. 
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